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PHIL ALAIN

Rain on the streets as I sit and write.
Concrete and asphalt fuse. A wet Toronto street.
Spring has arrived??

I know this because I will always maintain a foundation. I will maintain a
foundation of love, support and friendship with those around me. Without
that foundation I will be unable to chase my dreams.

I am a long ways from home and a long ways from my heart but I sit here in
thought as my heart slowly catches up to me.
I have gained so much in my life and lost many things as well.
I have followed my dreams and followed my passions.
I have loved and been loved.
I have felt moments of ecstasy and experienced intense pain.
I have seen the world and have embraced adventure.
I have opened my heart and have believed in my fellow man and woman.

I have fallen many times and will fall many more times. But I will continue to
climb higher because my foundation allows me to.
My success in my life will always be gauged by my foundation. If I reach my
dreams but lose my foundation I will surely fall and fall hard.
To chase my dreams and sacrifice my friends, my family and their love and
support would be building a castle upon sand.

Even in this crazy world I will always believe in the goodness we possess
rather then the evil.
I have certainly LIVED my life. I have no regrets.
I have been true to all around me and will always be that way as that is
the one thing in my life I can control. My actions are mine and only I am
responsible.

So I sit here looking out into the rain. The asphalt runs into the grey
concrete of the sidewalk and skyscrapers across the street. The reflections
in the puddles are dark and somber as the sun refuses to show its face.
But across the street in a tiny window there is a beautiful rainbow of color.
In the window I see flowers. Reds, pinks, blues, greens….There is life in this
grey place. It is always there in the darkest of days. Some days you just have
to look a little harder to find it.
That’s where I am going.

I will always chase my dreams and always believe that I can achieve them.
The only restrictions I have in my life are what I create for myself.
Yes- there will be walls to climb over and I will have to change directions
many times. But I will always find my way.
I know this.

That’s where I belong and will be in the end.
I will be surrounded by beauty and love because that is what I want.
My life is beautiful.

Philip A. Alain
Executive Producer/Founder
Night of Artists
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BY KAREL DORUYTER
There has always been a bit of a separation between the artist and the
illustrator, the latter has never been fully accepted by the “fine art” community. In Victoria we
have been trying to change all that. Many artists that belong to the Island Illustrators Society
also belong to the Federation of Canadian Artists and take part in exhibitions nationally. Past
as well as present NOA artists, Karel Doruyter, Kristi Bridgeman, Olga Lang, Marney Ward and
Maria Lawrence are active members in both groups.
The IIS have a major theme exhibition every year around New Years. The theme generally
follows an event that is happening in a major centre. We have had Emily Carr banners at the
Royal BC Museum, Royal T paintings at the Empress Hotel and Christmas Past at Craigdarroch
castle, among others. It is always surprising how each artist/illustrator interprets the theme.
Members have produced book covers for Orca Publishing and Equinox Press, children’s books
and educational books for Oxford University Press, federal and provincial governments,
Open Learning and the list goes on and on. The society has medical illustrators and scientific
illustrators. Some use the computer to produce digital illustrations or film animation, and others
use water colour, pen and ink. Most would agree that one discipline complements the other.
In order to showcase the various artistic qualities that are represented in book making, the
Victoria Art Connection has created a book festival titled “The Art of the Book”. This festival
will showcase illustrations, creative book covers and hand crafted books. There will also
be a giant book fair where artists, authors and illustrators will mix with publishers and art
directors. There will be a full program of workshops, seminars and demonstrations for festival
participants to share ideas and learn more about the process of creating a quality publication.
The interest in this festival has been very high as the concept appeals to all art forms
represented in this creative process. Due to this high interest it is greatly expected
that the festival will become an annual event.

The society has medical illustrators,
scientific illustrators. Some use the
computer to produce digital illustrations
or film animation, and others use
water colour, pen and ink.
Opposite page - illustrations by: Karel Doruyter, Kristi Bridgeman, Olga Lang, Marney Ward and Maria Lawrence
Background illustration by: Nicholas Monu
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Painting by: Bernadette McCormack

BY BERNADETTE MCCORMACK
There have only been a few moments in my life when I have
consciously recognized that my life had completed a full circle. Once was
when I returned to Calgary, after thirteen years and two countries later, to
live in the same neighborhood that I grew up in as a child, and where I also
enrolled my children into my old elementary school. I remember thinking at
that time, “I have just completed a full circle in life.” It was like a sign for me
that I was where I was supposed to be, at the right place in the right time.

And now it makes me wonder if we spend our lives subconsciously going
‘round and ‘round, in a spiral that is an accumulation of our experiences, and
when the time is right, the circle closes in and a new cycle begins. When I
found myself visiting students in classrooms, conducting author visits and sharing my book, I realized that I was using all of my skills as a teacher, my interest
in writing, and my passion for painting to contribute to how I make a living. I
felt like I was fulfilling my life’s purpose, for this time and for this place.

Another time was a few years later when I wrote and illustrated my first
children’s book titled “In the Land of Sweet Dreams.” The book is geared
towards young children. The full circle came for me when the book brought
me back into the familiar setting of the classroom that used to be a steady
place of employment for me before I took on my career as an artist full time. I
remember thinking to myself, “My life has just completed another full circle.”

Writing and illustrating my book came at the perfect time for me. It was
a time when I was fully inspired by my subject matter (dreams), and it was
also a time when I felt confident enough as an artist to “pull this off.” By that
I mean being able to produce a consistency from painting to painting that
would tie together in a flowing manner from page to page. I had tried to
do this before on another story that I had previously written and found
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Painting by: Bernadette McCormack

that I could not quite produce the quality of work that I wanted, even after
many tries. I had even gone so far as to complete the whole body of work,
which consisted of thirteen paintings in total, only to say “Bah! That is not
good enough!” Children are very clever and can be a critical audience. I
didn’t want to present something to them that would leave them dissatisfied.

into one lake, hence, three becomes one. During my classroom visits, I have
challenged the students to create new ways to illustrate this concept. I have
seen some amazing ideas illustrated by the children, such as ‘Three flowers
become one garden’ or ‘Three people become one family’ or ‘Three monkeys becomes one nuisance!’

This time around was unlike my initial attempt. For one thing, the story was
different and the illustrations would require less consistency due to the subject matter. They still required uniformity in texture, style, and color schemes,
but the fact that this new story did not have any strong characters that would
appear several times throughout the book gave me room to relax.
I began with writing the story, a simple rhyme describing the mysteries of
the dream world. It was easy for me to see where the text would be broken
up, and where the illustrations should go. There is a rule of thumb for picture
books, and that is that they should consist of thirty-two pages, which can
accommodate thirteen illustrations quite nicely. So I split the text up into
thirteen sections and began the journey of illustrating.
I found the experience to be quite challenging. The nature of my story is
somewhat abstract and I needed to use the illustrations to further communicate what was being said in words. For instance, on page two, the text
reads “Three becomes one”. This can be illustrated in a number of ways.
My first idea was replaced with a second idea, and then finally a third. This
final idea shows three rivers running down a mountain range and all spilling
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Children love to discover the story that is being told in the pictures and
it was my challenge as an artist to put as much into the illustrations that I
could. This does not mean that I cluttered the painting. Rather, I wanted to
build onto the text, and through illustration, I wanted to create an invitation
for conversation to occur between the reader and listener.

ARTICLE

Painting by: Bernadette McCormack

As an early childhood educator, I read hundreds of children’s storybooks. I
found that I was most attracted to the books that had illustrations that allowed for further discovery and discussion. I have found that artists from all
art forms share the desire to create stories and to depict concepts through
their paintings, sculptures, or dances. This ambition is intensified when illustrating a storybook because the painting’s sole purpose is to tell a story or
portray an idea. The desire may have been intensified for myself as an artist,
but the skill to do it was already there, as this is what I had been doing all
along: telling stories through my paintings.
Illustrating my book was a very satisfying experience for me. I struggled with
some of the paintings, and discarded more than I can say, but I was quite
excited by the process and by the way my style of painting could be used
in this way. It allowed me to showcase a collection of work all in one little
book. The illustrations are universal and I was pleased to learn that they
appeal to adults as well as children.
I find that I view artwork differently now, and I have observed that there
are many styles that lend themselves to illustrations for books. Lewis Lavoie
and Mitch Stuart, both from the NOA Group, have created illustrations for
books. Last year I encouraged Nathalie Vachon, artist and storyteller also
from the NOA Group, to use her beautiful and unique painting style to illustrate her own stories, which she shared with us on stage at the 2006 NOA
Show in Edmonton.

As an artist, I draw on the spiral of my life’s experiences to create my paintings. As a storyteller, I use both my words and my paintings to communicate.
When my life goes full circle, I know that I am on the right track. A new
cycle began for me when my book was printed. Writing and illustrating my
book opened many doors for me, and I find that I am reaching a wider audience for my art. I eagerly wait for the moment when I consciously realize
again that my life has gone full circle. I anticipate that it may be when my
next children’s book is illustrated and published and I have a whole new
world of experiences opened up to me once again. But who knows? I am
taking a welding course in June!

Unity Through Diversity
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VIETNAM
BY STEPHEN P. TURNER

Temple at the base of Nui Sam.
Photo by: Pat Galbraith
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Top left - Neighbourhood from hotel room in Saigon.
Above - Alberta sculptors Me, Pat Galbraith, Delayne Corbett.
Photos by: Pat Galbraith

We start our journey in Nui Sam’s market that is filled with
dim narrow corridors lined with fruit, salted fish and pork in various stages of
dismemberment. Many shops sell religious paraphernalia and brightly coloured
clothing. Some even sell U.S. Army camouflage t-shirts and caps. This irony
was not lost on me and my companion on this little adventure, Paul Haggins,
a stone sculptor from Ireland. As we made our way towards the sunlight and
the river’s edge, we slowly attracted a crowd of local children trying to get
a closer look at the red-headed Irishman and his rather large ‘Buddhaesque’
Canadian friend. The air was filled with heat, pungent odours, humidity and
above all, laughter.

Above - Me and the stone I chose.
Photo by: Pat Galbraith

Nui Sam, or Sam Mountain village, was our home for more than forty days
from late October to mid-December 2005. It is a village at the base of a small
sacred mountain that rises above the flood plains and rice fields of southern
Vietnam. It is only a few short kilometers south of the Cambodian border and
five kilometers from the city of Chau Doc.
The mountain is home to many temples, pagodas and shrines of varying origins
among them Buddhist, Taoist and Caodaist, a religion that began in the area
whose origins include Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, Confucianism, Christianity
and Islam. This area has suffered a great deal in past conflicts with the French,

The river, a tributary of the Mekong, was teaming with small wooden boats
used for fishing and the transport of produce from Saigon in the south and
Cambodia in the north. On the banks were small houses built with corrugated
metal or palm thatch, balanced on wooden stilts to protect them from the
annual floods.
As we reached the water, a short gaunt man stepped out of his boat and
waved us over. He and his wife greeted us with wide smiles and offered us rice
vodka poured from an old Remy Martin bottle into the shared plastic teacup.
There was only a splash left and the man turned to his wife who handed him
2000 dong - about seven and a half cents. He leapt from the boat and returned
a minute or two later with a small plastic bag filled with more of the rice elixir
that he quickly poured into his ‘Remy decanter’.

with the Americans and in the seventies with the Khmer Rouge. On Sundays,
we were taken on tours of An Giang and its neighbouring provinces to see
some of the locations of battles and on one very emotional excursion, the
site of a 1978 massacre of more than three thousand Vietnamese villagers by
invading Khmer Rouge soldiers.

We were invited onto the boat, an invitation I graciously declined, as I did
not want to be responsible for sinking their home and eliminating their main
source of income. Paul did climb aboard and we sat and shared a few cups
trying to communicate as best we could. They lived on that small boat, about
fifteen feet long and five feet at it’s widest - Mom, Dad, two children and two
dogs. What they lacked in earthly goods was eclipsed by their generosity,
warmth and hospitality.This proved to be a metaphor of the next six plus weeks
in this small southern Vietnam town.

The people were wonderful, from the village children calling out hello to us
as we passed them each day to the committee members. All were extremely
friendly and curious about the ‘Very Large’ smiling westerner. From the very moment I arrived, I was greeted with laughter, questions and physical contact – the
circus had come to town and I was the main attraction or at least shared the
bill with six foot, seven-inch tall Chris Peterson from the Netherlands. People
would slow down or stop as they approached me on their scooters or bicycles.
Parents would give me their children to hold then laugh and laugh.
Unity Through Diversity
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Above - Me with Mr. Phouc.
Photo by: Pat Galbraith

Above - Praying at site of massacre by Khmer Rouge soldiers 1978.
Photo by: Quang Hien,Thanh Nguyen

Invited to attend the Second International Sculpture Symposium, An Giang
2005 by the Peoples Committee, I jumped at the chance to experience
Vietnam and tackle a monumental stone sculpture. Thirty-two of Vietnam’s
most respected sculptors along with thirty-two International sculptors from
Sweden, Korea, Russia, Switzerland, Japan, Singapore, the Netherlands, Austria,
the Czech Republic, Ireland, China, France, Thailand, the US and Canada shared
their cultures, artistic expertise, laughter, food, Saigon and Tiger beer, songs and
nearly every waking moment. I was very honoured to give the opening address
on behalf of the foreign delegates at the opening ceremony and for the next
few days I was interviewed by local, provincial and national media wanting to
speak with ‘Nui Steve, Steve Mountain, as the locals and my fellow sculptors
had begun to address me.
Time to get to work. I had chosen to work on a piece of marble – nine feet
long by five feet wide x six feet, six-inches high. I and my very skilled and
enthusiastic assistant,Truong, began moving large amounts of material from the
block using hammers, chisels and seven-inch grinders with diamond wheels.
Communicating using signs and sketches, over the next four weeks we would
realize my design.
The assistants’ workday started at 7:30 in the morning and went to 8:30 in the
evening with a two-hour break for lunch and siesta and a short supper break.
They kept this schedule from Monday to Friday plus worked an additional nine
hours on Saturdays and sometimes Sundays. Truong and the other assistants
worked very hard for the entire symposium.
It was hard to convince the assistants to allow the foreign sculptors to actually sculpt. It is common practice in Vietnam for the sculptor to make a small
maquette, or model, and give it to the worker to enlarge in stone, something
many of us were not used to or willing to do. Several of the Vietnamese sculptors employed the direct carving approach as we did, which made it easier for
us to ‘get our hands dirty’.
In contrast to the assistants, the sculptors’ days, while similar, had some noticeable differences. We also started our workdays at around 8:30 or 9:00 in the
morning after a breakfast of coffee, Pho, noodles and or bread and cheese.
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Then we worked until the 11:30am start of siesta when we would return to
the hotel patio for our morning Saigon or Tiger beer served with ice before
lunch. Every lunch and dinner was an amazing gourmet experience with fish,
pork, beef and seafood appetizers or dishes and more beer. Many sculptors
would then go to their rooms for a midday shower and then back to work
until 5:00 to 5:30 in the afternoon and back to the hotel for another beer,
shower, beer, dinner, beer and socializing, singing and laughing until late evening
or early morning. I think the hotel staff had a very real love/hate relationship
with us. We just loved them!! Throughout the symposium, each sculptor gave
an afternoon talk and slide presentation to our fellow sculptors sharing the
techniques and philosophies of our work.
I spent a great deal of my breaks walking around the sculpture camp observing,
chatting and bothering the other sculptors, their assistants and interpreters;
it’s what I do best. Most enjoyed my humour; a few grew to tolerate me. During power outages or waiting for rain to subside, the workers would attempt
to wrestle with me or Jock Hildebrand, a fellow Canadian sculptor from BC
responsible for inviting many of us to the symposium on behalf of the organizers. A couple of brave workers tried to lift me. With most of them under five
feet, three-inches and weighing somewhere between ninety and one hundred
and ten pounds, it proved to be quite the spectacle, but it broke up some very
hot frustrating days.
It is truly difficult to sum up the impact this event had on my fellow sculptor’s
and me. It was nearly seven weeks of intense friendship built on almost
constant contact and brilliant creative work and exchange. In Vietnam I found
strong, welcoming people, a lush jungle with many hues of green and a great
tragic and triumphant history. All of the sculptors received international recognition of our art and respect of our peers and the people of Vietnam.
There are moments in life that creep slowly, where change is revealed only
through hindsight and reflection. Then there are the rare few events that confront you and demand you take notice of all that is there before you.Vietnam
was filled with the latter. I have been fortunate to experience more than my
fair share of such moments.

ARTICLE

Bringing the Community Together
Lewis Lavoie may not look like what we envision Noah to look like. He may not have a beard, a draping toga,
or a walking stick. However he does share something in common with the Biblical figure. Lavoie gathered 216
animals together and placed them into an Ark to help save and preserve their existence on this planet.
In 2006 over 140 artists from across
Canada were contacted to be a part of an amazing
mural project. The artists did not know each other
and did not know what the final image was going
to be that they were creating together. They just
knew they were going to be part of a stunning
mural to help raise funds for The Canadian Parks
and Wilderness Society.
All that the artists could do is trust in one man
and his guidance to bring an entire country together through one mural masterpiece. Each artist

would paint a 16 inch x 16 inch panel using certain
color guidelines and markings in their panels but
could paint whatever they liked with a wildlife
theme. Their minimal guidelines were designated
by designer Lewis Lavoie. Their trust in this man
and their own creative skill were then combined
together to create the ultimate community project.
Over 140 artists from across Canada, throughout
a years time frame, painted 216 wildlife images.
Renowned wildlife artists and special guests such
as Robert Bateman, The Barenaked Ladies - Kevin

Hearn, The David Letterman Late Show’s Felicia
Collins, Gordon Dufoe, Al Weitzel, Charity Dakin
and many more contributed paintings to the
project. Each image represents a different creature
of this planet. The completed mural images range
from one of the earth’s tinier creatures- a spider,
all the way to the king of the jungle – the lion. In
the end the animals come together to form the
“Ark”.
Although the Ark is most commonly associated
with the Biblical story of Noah it also finds its
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base in many other world cultures, folklores and
legends. There are over 200 ancient flood legends
found in Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, and South
America. Most of them share the common theme
where man saves himself and the animals to escape
global disaster. These symbolic legends become
all too real today as the need to begin planning,
building and preserving habitats before it’s too late
becomes more and more a modern day reality.
THE COMMUNITY
The beauty of the Earth’s Treasure Chest mural
and all the mural mosaic’s is how it brings people
together. The 140 artists that participated in the
project were all able to paint whatever image they
wanted based on the theme of the mural. They had
the freedom to showcase their own style and their
own thoughts. They were able to maintain their
individuality yet together would create a unified
community project.
The Mural Mosaic concept, the brainchild of Lewis
Lavoie, has the ability to unite hundreds of people
and bring communities together from around the

Above - 2006 Earth’s Treasure Chest, www.MuralMosaic.com
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world. The “Unity Through Diversity” slogan that
Mural Mosaic proudly boasts could not describe
the project any better. The project is very symbolic
of life where we are all have the freedom to think
and choose yet our actions affect all those around

can be said for the murals as each artist has the
freedom to create using their own style and creativity but they do have certain guidelines that they
need to follow to bring the community together.
When people come together in a positive way
like they have through this project amazing things
begin to happen. Beautiful murals begin to take
shape and marvelous little stories and powerful
pieces of artwork begin to emerge from the artists
creative energies. Not only do the artists put forth
astounding artworks, they also sometimes assist in
raising valuable funds for the community.

us. Although we could choose to do something
selfish that would affect the others around us
negatively, the majority of the people in the community will choose to create in a way that will affect those around them in a positive way and make
the community a stronger place. The exact same

THE FUND RAISING
The Earth’s Treasure Chest Mural Mosaic
represents probably one of the most innovative
fundraising projects that is in existence today.
Every square in the mural that has been painted
was photographed and placed online on the
website www.muralmosaic.com. The entire mural
is represented there for all to see. The fascinating
part of the mural is that each square is independently up for auction. People can actually go online

ARTICLE

Top left - 2005 Centennial Mural, Buffalo Twins, www.MuralMosaic.com
Top right - 2007 Museum of the Regiments Mural Mosaic, Calgary, Alberta, www.MuralMosaic.com
Above - Lewis Lavoie

Photos by: Gaia Media
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and bid on ANY square in the mural including an
original Robert Bateman and possibly own a piece
of this astounding mural. The funds raised from the
project will then go to help support the Canadian
Parks and Wilderness Society.

However the project has much more to offer then
that. Artists get a chance to work with celebrities,
politicians, world renowned artists and many more
interesting people. They also get showcased in
international publications and media stories. They

The Murals, over the past three years, have been
a great success as community fundraising projects.
In a short time frame of only 3 years the Mural
Mosaic project has managed to help raise close
to $600,000 for various community projects. The
murals not only represent the community they
also give back to the community.
THE ARTIST’S REWARDS
Every artist that participates in the project gains
something through their participation in the
project. To see the mural come together and to
realize that their apparent small contribution actually becomes a major contribution can be a very
emotional process for an artist to experience. Just
to be part of the community and create such a
wondrous mural excites many artists beyond their
wildest imaginations.

have their work featured in books, magazines and
on websites. They get to meet new friends. And
with the Earth’s Treasure chest Mural Mosaicthey will receive 50% of whatever their image
auctions off for.

THE BOTTOM LINE
As the mural projects continue to grow on a
national and international level there becomes a
greater sense of pride for all the artists that have
participated and all the communities that have
benefited. Lewis Lavoie and his team of Phil Alain
and his brother Paul Lavoie continue to gather new
artists into the projects and unite more and more
people together through creativity. The scope of
the mural mosaic project is endless. The team
continues to develop new ideas to help better the
community. Educational projects are now being
created through the mosaics. History lessons can
be told through the murals. As each day passes the
murals become more and more fascinating and the
benefits grow exponentially for all involved.
The ability to unite community together through
diversity in art is an astounding thing to behold. As
the Mural Mosaic concept develops the community
of artists continues to grow. So does the sense of
pride for all who have been apart of the projects.
www.MuralMosaic.com

Why CPAWS?
Most Canadians dwell in urban centres, however, a connection to the wild frontier and its spectacular
wilderness remains in our collective psyche and continues to define our identity. Unfortunately, as
exemplified in Alberta, our “natural capital” — the lands, forests, and wildlife that provide inspirational,
environmental, and economic benefits as well as enrich our quality of life — is being drawn down.
Decisions are being made today that will leave a lasting impact on the landscapes and wildlife of tomorrow.
Since 1963 the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS) has been Canada’s pre-eminent,
community-based, non-profit, wilderness protection organization. CPAWS is a national organization,
driven by 13 Chapters across Canada. In particular, CPAWS Northern Alberta is the voice for Alberta’s
remaining northern wilderness landscapes. We create consensus for wilderness conservation by
engaging Canadians, government and industry at the community level.

Photo by: Natalia Bratslavsky

CPAWS Northern Alberta leads campaigns to success by an experienced and dedicated team of staff
and volunteers who give thousands of dollars worth of time annually. Most importantly, we are effective
because our voice carries the weight of the majority of Albertans who expect their environment to
be well taken care of. We thank you for your support in ensuring that wildlife continues to have intact
wilderness to thrive in and that all of us continue to have wild places to be inspired by.
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Art Within the Art
Just some of the amazing artwork that makes up the Mosaic Murals.

Al Weitzel
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Beth Hoselton
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Anne Brown
Mural Mosaic: Buffalo Twins

Charity Dakin
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Christina Langman
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Gordon Dufoe
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Heather Brewster
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Jake Vandenbrink
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Lewis Lavoie
Mural Mosaic: Earth’s Treasure Chest

Marko Jalava
Mural Mosaic: Buffalo Twins

Lori Lukasewich
Mural Mosaic: Buffalo Twins

Tammy Woolgar
Mural Mosaic: Buffalo Twins

The Mural Mosaic’s over the years have
produced stunning collaborative projects for
many communities to enjoy. Over 500 different
artists from across Canada have participated in
the mural mosaic projects thus far. Artists have
ranged from children as young as 4 years old to
world renowned artists like Robert Bateman.
Each painting that the artists contribute to the
various projects carries an incredible significance
to the mural they are a part of. Each piece is key
to making the mural come to life.Yet, their paint-

ings all have a life of their own. The Mural Mosaic
projects are about bringing people together and
building community however it is very important
to showcase the stunning works that some artists
have put forth.
When one stands back and looks at the entire
mural, it is amazing to see how so many paintings
can come together to form one unified image.
What makes it even more amazing is that none
of the artists knew what that final mural image
would be. All they could do was focus on their

own piece of the “puzzle”. What they did know
though is that the passion they put forth into
their own images would make the final mural
image that much stronger.
We have decided to showcase some of the
amazing masterpieces that have been added to
some of the murals of the past and present. This
showcase demonstrates the high overall quality
of these murals and the incredible individual
contributions artists have made to these
“community” murals.
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Our Special Guests

Kevin Hearn - The Barenaked Ladies

Ian Tyson and Lewis Lavoie

Collin James

Although Mural Mosaic considers
every single artist important to the
success of their projects, some artists
and participants carry a higher
profile in the community. These
guest artists have graciously joined
up with the Mural Mosaic projects
and helped bring the murals to life.
The murals have enjoyed contributions by world renowned
visual artists such as Robert Bateman, Joe Fafard and Bill Lishman. The murals
have also had guest musicians and celebrities participate in the project such
as Colin James, The Barenaked Ladies Kevin Hearn, The David Letterman Late
Show Orchestra’s Felicia Collins, Ian Tyson and many more.

Roberts Bateman holding his mural piece.

Some special guests have participated by contributing paintings, some have
been painted into the murals and some have commissioned images to be
painted. Two guests that have commissioned paintings into the murals are
Dan Aykroyd and Mike Myers. These two Canadian actor icons both commissioned Lewis Lavoie to paint significant war images into the Museum of the
Regiments Mural Mosaic hanging in Calgary, AB.
These special guests have helped raise thousands of dollars for the various charities the murals have supported and their contribution once again
showcases the value of community. They have helped raise the profile of the
murals and also thrilled many of the other artists by sharing their time and
effort to join with the members of the community to create these amazing
mural masterpieces.
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Robert Bateman

Felicia Collins
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Copper Work:
Step-by-Step
BY ERIN STELMASCHUK
Art has always been a passion for me, since childhood I
have concentrated a large amount of time on creating. Everything around
me and in life acts as an inspiration for my art work. As seen in the copper
work I am often depicting nature scenes and relating trees and plants
to the patterns of life.
Each piece of copper begins with a drawing to determine the subject matter,
design and size. When the preliminary details are established the copper
work begins. The copper comes on a roll and is about the weight of a sheet
of construction paper. These thin sheets of copper respond beautifully to
touch and are manipulated using different wood and plastic tools.The image
is worked out of the copper by carefully pressing repeatedly into the front

and back of the sheet of copper, to achieve the desired depth of the piece.
It is at this point that the writing is added to most pieces. It is automatic
writing which is a form of continuous, free flowing writing. Some words
may be clear, but for the most part I create it so that it is illegible. I use the
writing as a design element to add texture, depth, detail, and another layer
of interest to each piece. It also incorporates a feeling of personal attachment in the art work. When the image is complete, the back is filled to
give it the stability that it needs and it is mounted to finish the edges.
Next begins the process of coloring and finishing the surface. Colors are
added by applying acrylic and the entire piece is treated with a chemical
patina. This patina reacts with the surface and it becomes entirely black,
this accelerates the aging process and there for should not change from its
finial appearance, as long as it is kept inside and away from the elements.
The acrylic and the patina both have to be scrubbed off, using steel wool
to bring the color and sheen of the copper back through. This last step may
be repeated many, many times until the surface of the piece is taken to the
point where I feel it is complete. This step also requires a respirator, gloves
and careful clean up to protect against the chemical dust that is produced
from the scrubbing.
There are many time consuming steps for each finished piece of art work,
and they can be very labor intensive. I have found however that since I have
been focusing on the copper I have gotten to know the medium better than
any other I have ever worked with. I feel that copper is an extremely warm
metal, a medium that I find irresistible and one that I can grow with.

The materials.

Cutting a piece from the copper roll.

Blank copper sheet.

Sketching on the copper.

First pass.

Beginning stages.

Working the copper from the back.

Working the copper from the front.

Scrubbing the copper.

The finished piece.
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As a self-taught artist I’ve had the both the
pleasure and frustration of freedom and restriction
when it comes to learning the skill of a painter.
On one hand, I have been free to define what my
best art is and not have my creativity dictated by
one philosophy or another. On the other, I have
had to learn technique and skill to achieve my goal
through my own research, practice, and mistakes.
– Charity Dakin

Standby (acrylic, 8x10)
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A Work in Progress
I have always loved realism. As a young girl I was fascinated by
the minute and intricate ways of things, developing habits of keenly observing and
noting the finely rendered details in everything I saw. My measure of success
as an artist, even though I may have only been six years old at the time, was
based on the accuracy with which I could depict my subjects in my sketchbook. I have a piece of paper taped up in my studio. It reads, “Drawing includes
three quarters and a half of what constitutes a painting. If had to put a sign
over my door, I should inscribe it ‘School of Drawing’, and I’m sure that I
should produce painters,” by Jean-Dominique Ingres (1780 – 1867). Although
I still love to draw with detailed precision and make it the point of origin
in all of my artwork, I’ve learned a few things since then.
One of the greatest lessons can be attributed to my mother. My mother is a
pianist, and she taught me to play piano while growing up. I’d practice my scales,
all of the notes moving in great waves of sound up and down the octaves and in
all the different keys.The scales helped me hone in on the technical and correct
technique, strengthening my mind and fingers, which ultimately led to improved
playing, but they did not make for very good composition in themselves.And they
certainly would not have sounded very good when all played at once.What
makes for a great piano piece is how notes are carefully selected to work
together.They are composed, controlled, played at varying speeds and volume
in such a way that they harmonize and take on a life that moves the listener.
Otherwise, they are just noise.
Translating this observation into art led me to realize that recording every detail
for detail’s sake is just clutter and results in a lot of noise. I was informed about
the actual structure of objects, but I also needed to learn to see what was necessary. I began to study other’s works, past and present.What was it about certain
pieces that resonated and moved me? I began to realize that there were carefully
thought out relationships between light, space, values and composition, and that
these were just as important. Learning to not let details define my focus allows me
a freedom to create, to compose, and add or remove what ultimately makes for
a better painting and moves the viewer.
Each painting is a new learning experience as each one presents a new set of
problems, and often I approach each one in a slightly different way. Most often I
begin with thumbnail sketches in pencil or charcoal to achieve overall composition,
and value. Sometimes I do several drawings or studies of my subject, not only to
understand it more fully, but for the simple pleasure of drawing. Masonite is my
preferred support. I like the smooth surface for achieving detail when I need it,
particularly when I work on smaller pieces. I begin with a light sanding followed
by 2-3 coats of gesso, sanding lightly between coats for a smooth finish. Once my
surface is prepared, I apply a thin wash of burnt sienna for the under painting and
draw in my basic composition with charcoal. I typically complete the painting as I
move from one area to another, employing the form-painting method. Form painting is a finish-as-you-go technique, working from background to foreground.Then
I go over and rework any areas that might need it.
Admittedly, I found acrylics frustrating at first – they dried too quickly to blend
well on the painting itself, but with practice I’ve learned to take advantage of that.
Sometimes adding layers of color results in a richer color overall, and when I need
more time to blend I add a glazing liquid with drying inhibitors. I find heavy body
acrylics the most versatile as I can push and scrape the paint to create texture, or
thin it with acrylic glazing liquid for applying thin layers of color. Many of my paintings have a combination of both.

BY CHARITY DAKIN
I have a spare bedroom in my basement, which I have set up as a studio and office.
It’s not ideal, but I’ll paint wherever I can, even if the kitchen table is the only space
available. If at all possible I observe objects from real life, and when I can’t get out
to observe something I bring it inside. My studio space has become an eclectic mix
of objects and reference material, skulls, antlers, a great horned owl, lichen, birch
bark, rusty barbed wire from a long abandoned fence post, butterflies and moths.
I visit the zoo when I can, tour game farms and historic sites just to name a few of
the activities involved in this fantastic line of work.
I also use photographs. I think they are a great tool as long as one understands
their limitations. Even the best cameras do no see all the colors and subtleties that
the eye sees, and lens’ can distort form and perspective.With this in mind, I keep a
good digital camera in my arsenal for taking reference photos of places or objects,
and along with my camera is a computer with good photo manipulating software.
I use it for everything from cropping to composition to color manipulation to
blowing up areas. Often when I’m at the end of a piece that needs a major addition or change, I’ll take a good photo of the existing painting and digitally “paint”
the changes on the computer.That way I know exactly what I need to do without
ruining what I’ve already accomplished.A purist would disapprove of this but I am
certain that given their present-day innovation, Leonardo or Michelangelo would
have approved.
My palette always includes these colors: burnt sienna, ultramarine blue, and titan
buff (also known as unbleached titanium), and an array of earth tones. I make a
point to avoid using pigmentary black in most of my paintings, preferring to mix
my dark tones with a combination of dioxazine violet, ultramarine blue, and burnt
sienna (for warmer blacks) or ultramarine and sepia (for cooler blacks). I find them
to be richer and contribute to the overall color harmony.

The best part of creating a painting is the beginning when I find the inspiration, and
at the end, the anticipation I feel watching it come together.There’s always a slump
somewhere in the middle when the image is flat and lifeless or I’ve noticed a problem somewhere and I’m not sure how to fix it. Some paintings turn out just alright,
some are abandoned altogether, and then there’s the odd one that turns out really
well. I’m constantly analyzing, critiquing, and redefining my style.Whatever the
process and method, producing great art is a discipline of perseverance, and
it takes time and practice to master any skill. I’m realizing that I, as the painter,
am the work in progress and I can’t think of anything else I’d rather do.
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What the

Heck
BY PHIL ALAIN

THE ETCH A SKETCH ARTIST
How many times as a child- or even as an adult- did you grab
an “etch a sketch” and try to create an interesting image of some sort that
actually resembled something in the real world? How many times did you
get frustrated and shake the heck out of that red little box and then toss it
aside and consider your experience with your dial twisting device as time
well wasted?
Well, I stumbled on to a fellow who made me believe that an “etch a sketch”
can actually create some amazing things…if you have the patience and skill.
I’d like to introduce you to one of only a few professional “Etch a Sketch”
artists on this planet – Mr. Kyle M. Fleming.

KYLE FLEMING
Born and raised in Hamilton Ontario, Kyle M. Fleming has been called everything from “the Etch A Sketch genius”
to “king of the dials”. Starting his career as a portrait artist at festivals from as early as age twelve, Kyle did not
discover his uncanny knack for the Etch A Sketch until just three years ago. Since then, Kyle’s artwork has been
seen hanging all over the world.
His works are made completely permanent by draining the powder from the back through a small hole, and the
dials are glued into a fixed position. Huge crowds gather in disbelief to watch his twenty minute Etch A Sketch
portraits at festivals.
Kyle has been featured in a number of magazines as well as several TV shows including two appearances on MTV. Currently he is constructing the world’s
largest Etch A Sketch and has just finished production on the first ever animated short drawn entirely on the Etch A Sketch. As one of the world’s best
Etch A Sketch artists, Kyle continues to push the limits of what is possible through his chosen medium.

Kyle Fleming will be a guest at NOA 2007 creating portraits and showcasing his incredible skill.
His work can be seen at www.NightofArtists.com
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I am writing to you from Weimar Germany, just one stop of many on the second
leg of a nine week tour of Europe.The tour will take me thousands of miles
across roughly a dozen countries, playing almost a show a night, with scattered
days off for travel or rest. I am in the middle of my journey. I can see the light at
the end of the tunnel but it’s still very much out of my reach. I am on the road.
On March 13th I left my home and got a ride to the airport with my mother and
my ten year old son, Joe. During the hour long ride in the car I was making sure
he knew what was expected of him while I was away.
“Don’t forget to do your homework right after school! Make sure you practice
your piano!” and “Remember, no more than an hour of video games per night”.
I am harping on like a control freak.
“…And don’t forget to brush your teeth, we have dentist appointments when I
get home!”
This goes on for our entire ride together.
I think I am being a good mother but what I am really doing is just annoying
the little guy. He’s a lot more at ease with all of this than me but I am clinging
to every last minute we have together, trying to engage him in conversation he
doesn’t want or need and giving him orders and instructions.
“Yes…I hear you! I got it!!” he says back uninterested with his eyes riveted to
his hand held video game.
When we reach the airport I give my mother a few last instructions and she
nods and gives me a knowing grin, eager to let me get on my way. I reach into
the backseat of the car, Joe raises his head for a quick hug and I turn to leave.
That’s it.
Then I let him go. I let everything go.
Life for a road musician is a cross between episodes of “Survivor”, “the Amazing
Race” and the movie “Groundhog Day”. It is a series of rushing, running, meeting
schedules, airplanes, new countries, languages, being surrounded by strangers,
carrying loads of bags and gear, trying to make it to the right place on time, being
exhausted, elated and living on rushing adrenaline. Once things settle in, it’s the
same grind day after day. If we didn’t have written itineraries and tour managers we would not be able to tell one town from the next, for in truth, we see
very little in each town except the venues we are playing and our hotel rooms if
we’re lucky enough to have them.
The first seventy-two hours of this trip are a complete blur. I flew from Ottawa
to Montreal to Frankfurt to Basel. I was met there by the rest of the group and
we all got on the tour bus and traveled another six hours by bus.We got to
the venue of the first show and proceeded to load in, set up, sound check, eat
a quick supper, find a corner to wash up, get dressed, do make up and play an
entire show unrehearsed to a crowd of hundreds.
The show lasts for about two hours and immediately after the show we sign
autographs and meet the fans. Afterwards we get cleaned up and have a snack
while the guys load the gear back onto the bus.Then we all pile back in to the
bus and drive all night to the next town.
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Sleep for all - grabbing sleep when you can get it.

The hum of the engine actually makes sleep come easy, or maybe it’s just sheer
exhaustion. I wake the next morning and we are still driving and I realize that I
have been in motion for the last thirty-six hours. My body is fatigued, somewhere between vertigo and jet lag.
We arrive at the next town in the early afternoon and are told that the girls
have day rooms for a few hours. I gladly take my leave and go somewhere with
some privacy to shower and relax. It turns out we end up having our rooms for
about three hours in total which between trying to clean up, rest, do business on
the Internet and phone our loved ones doesn’t add up to much. Before we know
it we are all back at sound check rehearsing our show and running it yet again.
Immediately after the show, the girls sign autographs, the guys load the gear
onto the bus, we all pile in and are moving on another “all niter” driving from
the French Alps down to Spain. It’s a twisty, bumpy, fourteen hour ride. I lie in my
bunk and wonder to myself about the routing and why we are going so far for
the next show. “Are there no gigs between Switzerland and Barcelona?” I ask an
open question for which I know the answer.The answer is; don’t bother to ask.
Let it go.
The next day we are on the bus all day and all night.There are no day rooms but
thankfully there are showers at the venue.We get there with barely enough time
to set up and sound check. In the meantime everyone tries to maneuver there
way into an early shower before the stalls get funky.
There are nine of us in total; six in the band: three women, three men and three
in our German crew: our bus driver, road manager and sound man.We are a
team for the next few weeks but we are also very much on the look out for
our own interests. If that means sneaking off during sound check to get a fresh
shower, being the first at the deli tray or being the one who finds a usable
phone, then call me an opportunist. Every time we land at a venue my road
instincts get sharp and I scope the place out for all I can get.
This time I’m first to the showers and the snacks, plus, I manage to talk the show
presenter into letting me use his Internet. I end up late getting to sound check
but I am content and I smell better than everyone else.This is survival after all.
We run the show again, do the meet and greet autograph session, load the gear,
get cleaned up and pile into the bus again for another all night haul.
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Above - Sue and Roxanne waiting for a gig.

Just to get perspective, I left Ottawa on March 13th and I did not get a night in a
hotel room or sleep in a real bed until March 17th and you know by then I really,
really needed it.
Traveling by bus with eight other people is not something everyone can deal
with.You have to have a certain type of personality to handle the intimacy and
lack of privacy.The bus is close quarters, you can’t walk down the aisle without
bumping into someone, you can’t sit alone anywhere without there being noise
and a conversation, maybe someone watching a movie or listening to music. It’s
difficult to read because there are too many distractions and there is literally
nowhere to go except to your bunk which is about the size your coffin will be
when you die.You have to be extremely cool and conscientious of others and
hope they will be the same to you because it can be completely psychologically
draining.
There are days when I can handle it and there are days when I feel it all come
crashing down on me. I am basically a loner type so when I am around people,
too often, I get very introverted and impatient. In times like these I retreat to
wherever I can even if that’s just deep into my own imagination. I have to rest my
mind and focus on the night’s show and once again let it all go.
Everything is centered around the show for the show is the fun part.The show
is not work, it’s play time. It’s us at our very best doing what we were made for.
It’s when we have our make up and stage clothes on and we are smiling and
showing off our talents. It’s the glory of our days out here on the road. It’s all
about the show.
This is the part that the outside world sees and gives them a peep hole into our
“glamorous” lifestyle.They haven’t heard us grumbling and complaining or seen
us loading our heavy guitars and suitcases up and down stairs into tiny hotel
rooms or God forbid, smelled us after seventy two hours on the bus.
A road trip of any length is not complete without a little bit of drama and when
you are dealing with highly creative individuals living together this way you can
bet that someone will eventually lose it. On this particular trip it was my turn.
It started toward the end of the tour on a day when I was feeling extra fatigue
from all the hard work and travel. On this day our road manager came into the
lounge at the back of the bus and informed us that for the next five days and
nights there would be no hotels and we would all be on the bus together with
no break.When we arrived here in Europe we were given itineraries but they

ARTICLE

Roxanne Potvin was touring Europe with Deborah Coleman
and Sue Foley while Sue Foley was writing her article.While
on the tour Roxanne was informed she was nominated for a
Juno award for Best Blues Album for 2006. Due to their intense
touring schedule Roxanne was one of the last ones to know of
this honor. She only realized she had been nominated when she
read email’s in an internet cafe in Hamburg, Germany from fans
congratulating her on the fantastic accomplishment. She of course
was thrilled to be included in the same category with such strong
Canadian talents as Colin James and Colin Linden. Roxanne did
not win the award and stated that she honestly did not believe
that she would win the award. But to be even considered in such
a pristine group of individuals was an honor in itself.
Above - Sue Foley.

were incomplete so no one knew what was in store in the final days of the
tour. So when we were given this news we were all a bit shocked and suddenly
everyone started to get silent and morose, especially me. I literally started to feel
the walls closing in.
I don’t want to sound like a wimp because I really am not one. I am in fact a road
warrior. I have done all the hard stuff and worked like a dog my whole career.
I have done the stuff few survive, like years of traveling in a van, being my own
roadie, tour manager, driver, psychologist etc...That being said most of our crew,
including myself are approaching middle age and have been at this an awfully long
time and the idea of five days and nights in a row with eight others on a bus
with no where to run or hide felt like it would be my own personal hell.
I decided I’d better get away from everyone so I lowered my head and just
started walking with no direction in whatever town we were in. I had no idea
where I was. I walked by a river all the while raging in my mind and questioning,
“How do I get into situations like this?” and “What do they think they are doing
to me?”
I was letting myself get more and more depressed for it was not just this day, it
was cumulative. I was exhausted and needed some rest, solitude and maybe a
chance to speak with my son to recharge. After being told I would receive none
of these, I did the only thing I knew to do, I ran away...or tried to run away. In
fact, there was nowhere to run.

I played a fiery set and let all my emotions go into my music. I purged and gave my
best, including my new song I had just written.The crowd went wild for all of it.
After the show was over I climbed remorsefully back into my bunk and rode for
the next five nights.This day, just one of many, was done and somewhere in my
raging, writing and playing I found the strength to make it through the last days
of the tour.
To live the life of a traveling musician, desiring to play music, is not enough.
Loving music is not enough.The glory of being on stage is not enough. And the
money is never enough.This life must be your calling for you would barely be
able to get through one road trip much less a life time of road trips if it weren’t.
The things we road musicians put ourselves through to share our gift and heed
our calling is entirely different and completely out of proportion with the average person’s perception of our life. For the two hours of pleasure we get on
stage every night we average another ten to fifteen hours of hard work, zero
glamour and loads of sacrifice.We let everything go including our loved ones,
our homes, our security, our comfort and our possessions. Not to mention we
risk both our mental and physical health just to be on the road.
I am not trying to paint a negative picture of my life, only give you a little view of
some of the realities. For as much hardship as there is in this line of work, the
sheer simple joy of knowing you are doing what you were made for and doing
something you love cancels ninety percent of it out. And there are a lot of adventures we road musicians get to have that we would never get in another job.

I was alone.
I was out walking these foreign streets, mulling over and over in my mind, writing
down my thoughts on some used up piece of paper from my purse. For awhile
I really felt like I was going mad. I rambled, cried a bit, raged, talked to myself,
wrote a gospel song and an essay on the ‘Intrinsic Necessity of Knowing Your
Own Value’ and I lay on the grass and stared up at the sky. I skipped sound check
and dinner with the group.

On this trip alone I spent an afternoon walking the streets of Paris, I climbed
a mountain in Spain, I fed pigeons in a park in the South of France, saw some
amazing works of art, visited ancient cathedrals, waked on cobblestone streets,
drank strong coffee in romantic cafes, made friends everywhere and shopped in
unusual boutiques every time I could sneak away. I love adventure and uncertainty and I revel in any moment of freedom and escape I can get. I feel so lucky
for every opportunity I get to be out here. Even with all the troubles, difficulties,
dramas and exhaustion I couldn’t see myself doing anything else.

Four hours passed before I calmed down and felt ready to return. I strutted in
about ten minutes before show time with an air of “don’t f*** with me” in my
aura. I had come to terms with this day.
Of course I was going to come back. I could never let the show down or my
mates down for I would be letting down my very reason for being and I refuse
to do that. Now it was time to show what I was made of.
Unity Through Diversity
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Featuring Sue Foley, Ellen McIlwaine, Rachelle Van Zanten, and Roxanne Potvin
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University of Alberta Campus
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BY IRIS DIAS
Every city has it’s own style. Casual-cool in L.A.; urban-chic
in New York City; impeccably detailed in Paris. A city’s style speaks volumes
about its values, political leanings and collective spirit. Is this city revolutionary?
Demanding of attention? A little uptight? Painfully boring? A closer look at
Edmonton and it is apparent; this city is fiercely independent. Edmonton has
always supported the unique and avant-garde. Showcasing local talent and
embracing the independent spirit has become the status quo for Alberta’s
capital.Young, local designers are benefiting from this mind-set. Focusing
on bringing Edmonton chic fashions, with local attitude is proving to be a
successful business plan for locally based designers.
It would be difficult to find a city more progressive city than Edmonton. The
progressive attitude of the city permeates all facets of life here. Embracing
different attitudes and ideas is something Edmonton has become very good at.
This attitude is being expressed in Edmonton’s style. Edmonton’s fashion scene
is full of designers who are ensuring stylish Edmontonians are not lacking
options. “Edmontonians are well-dressed and have a style all their own.They
are fashionable, funky and individualistic,” says Edmonton-based jewelry
designer Ally Ng, of Beadjuled. “In order to get their attention, I have to
be more innovative and creative with my designs.”
The idea of individualism is found throughout the Edmonton fashion
community. Edmonton boutiques are fond of carrying smaller labels, many
of them local, ensuring fewer duplicate outfits (a disaster for any fashionista).
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Boutique-owner and designer Kimberly Rosadiuk, of Morse Code, employs
a “no ‘cookie-cutter’ policy” when it comes to the lines she carries and
the styles she creates. Rosadiuk says, “I don’t design from the trends, but
instead from what inspires me.” The one-of-a-kind rack in her store gives
shoppers the chance to apply their individual spirit to their fashion. After
living in Montreal, Rosadiuk chose Edmonton to open her store and launch
her collection because of the creativity she saw in the city. And thanks to the
strength of the local talent Edmonton is producing, more and more people are
realizing this prairie city is quietly perfecting a style all it’s own.
With such an apparent independent-spirit, it is no surprise Edmonton loves
to see homegrown talent do well. The civic pride expressed in its devotion
to festivals and shown to local sports teams is moving beyond, and reaching
the city’s fashion designers. Accessories designer, Jenna Herbut, of Booty Fly
Bags, believes “Edmontonians want to see other Edmontonians do unique and
interesting things” and local designers are giving the citizens what they want.
As Edmonton’s fashion-scene grows, so will Edmonton’s individualistic sense of
style. Just as Edmonton has always done, it has supported, and will continue to
support, the local talent and help with their growth. In return Edmonton-based
designers will continue to feed this city’s desire for the unique. Moving beyond
what is shown in magazines and what celebrities wear, Edmonton designers
are shaping the fashion landscape of the city, with their own sense of style
- Edmonton style.

I N S P I R E D B Y N AT U R E

Design, Manufacture, Fabricate
& Install

GRANITE, MARBLE, QUARTZ, SOLID SURFACE
COUNTERTOPS, VESSEL, U/M SINKS & FAUCETS

Residential & Commercial

SHOWROOM: 14740 - 115 Ave, Edmonton, AB T5M 3B9
Ph: 780-487-8400 • Fax: 780-487-4088
www.magmasurfaces.ca
Toll Free: 877-487-8404

Artists
Phil Alain, Lewis Lavoie
Poets
Sherrilyn Jahrig, Dean Morrison McKenzie, Rebecca Schellenberg, Ivan Sundal, Gail Sidonie Sobat, Jocko Benoit, Tess Tickner
and Phil Jagger
Musicians
Bob Jahrig, Marc Ladouceur, Rob Hughes
Dancers
Ballet North: Kandise Perry, Krista Posyniak, (with Chantelle
Hrazdil, Jenn Ross and Florence Chan)
Director
Sherrilyn Jahrig

2007 marks the fourth year TANGENT
will be featured at Night of Artists Edmonton. This
emotionally charged highly entertaining afternoon
combines the elements or visual art, dance, poetry
and music into an hour and a half long performance
that will challenge your mind, stimulate your emotion
and energize your spirit. The power of spoken word
reaches out to the audience in ways that one never
thought possible. Sherrilyn Jahrig brings together a
fine cast of writers and performers for an afternoon
of delights in one of the highlights of the NOA
Edmonton show.

Alakai
by Sherrilyn Jahrig
we climb closer and closer to Eden
sun a spotlight at noon
the highest swamp in the world
thousands of footsteps above skin of sea
scarlet iiwi birds flit to scarlet ohia poms
no hum of insects, no snakes
nothing close to misery, heaven’s swamp upheld
by reverence of cooled molten ridges

deep emerald, emerald emeritus, eternal
green, as the sound of waves in silent procession
centuries below us, we discover Eden is not
our destination, but the view beheld
from difficult, dangerous places
the way it all unravels

www.NightOfArtists.com

by Ivan Sundal

by Pierrette Requier

genies come out
of the U of A
chimney stack twins
in winter and rise

The purpose of the villanelle is to make
an acoustic chamber for single words.
		
Mark Strand & Eavan Boland
1 2 1 3 to enter and leave the lock-up unit that is the code;
Staff restrain residents, toilet them all;
nurses administer meds; fulfill their roles.

long ragged legs
one from each stack
growing fatter and joining
in body rising and roiling

soaring in ballet poses
through shifting hoops
dissipating over
the Edmonton sky

Mom sits and rocks an old doll, it’s too droll;
She’s tied down like a baby to prevent a fight or a fall.
2 5 3 6 to leave the lock-up unit that is the code
“She grabs,” says the personnel, but we know she can’t hold
In her head what it means to hang on when we call;
nurses administer meds; fulfill their roles
Surrounded by a delegation of faces she knows
She reaches over to kiss some, to touch, and touch all.
1 2 1 3 to enter the lock-up unit that is the code.
She is showered and shampooed (for hygiene we are told)
Yes, she’s bathed every Friday; it takes two for this brawl;
Nurses administer more meds and fulfill their roles.

to face us, the way the shadows ask the heart
why did you forsake us?
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Villanelle After a Family
Meeting at the Lock Up Unit

unfolding arms and faces
in sundog morning fog
and afternoon gold setting
over the faculty club

scalloped rows of angel wings
heavily set with emerald, light emerald

Sherrilyn Jahrig

closely watched
smoke stacks

Rebecca Schellenberg

And you, our Mother, we have to leave in that hole
As dementia takes, and takes its unending toll.
2 5 3 6 to leave the lock-up unit that is the code
nurses administer the meds; fulfill their roles.

Dean Morrison McKenzie

Pierrette Requier

POETRY
Rodin II

The Irritant

Waterscape

By Rebecca Schellenberg

by Jocko Benoit

by Dean Morrison McKenzie

Marble clay sand rock
Rodin, when he walked the seashore
Did he see lovers, hands, lips
Did he gesture, a sweeping of his arms
and suddenly the blind see, the still walk
Grains of sand clinging together in cathedral of hands

There is something under your tongue
Your entire life. You have a word
Of too many letters to finish the puzzle,
And you don’t know which one or more
Of your assumed answers is wrong.
You are crouched in front of a fridge
Unable to identify the size or location
Of the hunger you are trying to fill.
You look at the moon drenching a field
Silver and a sun gilding a lake and it is
The most beautiful ad you’ve seen
For a product you’ve forgotten.

In the rain mirror
the city’s down-side is up.
The silvery splash of mist drops
in a cloud of grey;
sheets of glazed pavement
reflect the urban vertical.
Two distant points vanish:
one is invisible above my head:
all the mist hides it--the rain source-a pinnacle of ultimate wet
at the zenith.
It spits its nickel-silver life-breath stream
down
down
down...
to the pavement
that holds it flat.
Splash-concentric waves
duplicate microtsunami
yet hold flat-mirroring glass-concrete-people
and splashes their reflections down,
down
down
to a nadir of light-warp
far beneath my feet:
down
to a second vanishing point
at the darkest edge of vision.
Yet my eyes behold the invert
as far less wearying
than the gray wet images
of virtual figures
above water-ground.
There,
in glass,
concrete,
steel and pavement
human motion ceases
and all is waterfall
to create mirror.
If I squint
as I stare straight down
I see myself at the very bottom
of this rainscape.

Rodin on a mountaintop
While other hikers stop to admire heaven
Their knapsacks full of peanut butter sandwiches and gorp
Did he see the gates of hell snakes in the
clouds eyes, faces grimacing flames
Did he stop then and from his knapsack
take chisel and stone, start hammering right then
and there – a head, a foot
Munching as he cut, havarti cheese
French bread fragments of stone
and crumb skittering down mountainside leeward

Performance Poem - This poem has an industrial sound
accompanying it, a sort of tinny, alternate ‘clank and hiss’ on
percussion until the ‘bearing drops’, then ad lib…

Manual Labour
by Tess Tickner

You sit close-mouthed, the irritant
Under your tongue a shell fragment
Of your innocence, or maybe a memory
Of something you could never swallow.
But now the pearl you’ve become
Around it is so full you can’t speak
And your head is in a sea through which
Shafts of light support the slanting sun.
And through a ring of splash
Descends the diver come
To collect the opaque beauty
Of your burden, and you wonder
How long angels can hold their breath
Because you are much deeper
Than you remember being.

punch-in pulls the complacent bodies
muscles taut and selves melting
while hours count themselves on hands

…and sea in hand

ball bearings boulder over
cement plant timelessly set in
unchanging walls working without

excerpt by Phil Jagger

a bearing drops, distances over
the Lehigh plant. Loftily set in
changing walls, working with.
punch-in begins; bodies and minds,
muscles expectant, melt into familiar.
while hours like breath, exhale on welcoming hands.

Tess Tickner

To survive wars and the everyday that is special
To extend kindness and good spirit beyond one day
To be peace rather than preach it
That is something I may gather one day
Something more than the fleeting beauty of shells
And sea in hand.

Philip Jagger

Ivan Sundal

Unity Through Diversity
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Lara Yule Singh

Ann Vriend

LARA YULE SINGH www.larayulesingh.com
With her second release slated for the summer of 2007, a personal invite to
play at Fred Eaglesmith’s Southern Ontario Picnic, and record labels starting
to call, Lara Yule Singh’s star is beginning to sparkle. Lara’s sincere, profound
music is subtly unconventional. Her meaningful lyrics and quirky style are
delicate, refreshing, avante-folk poetry. Her debut CD, Something In the Still
was released in May 2006. It spent ten weeks in the top 30 on the CKUA
Radio charts (www.ckua.com), peaking at #3, just under Paul Simon and
T-Bone Burnett.
In between shooting the video for “Amazing Grace Revisited” and pre-production for a second album, Lara was a featured artist on Shaw TV (local),
City TV (Alberta-wide), and Help TV (national). She’s opened for Gaye Delorme and shared stages with many other talented musicians across Western
Canada. She’s played numerous festivals, including Homefest, North Country
Solstice Festival, Sasquatch Festival, and Fred Eaglesmith’s Alberta Festival.
“Lara Yule Singh could be the answer to all our problems. Her folk-pop debut,
Something In the Still will instantly put a smile on your face and lower your blood
pressure…a delightfully quirky recording on par with efforts by Calgary’s Chad
VanGaalen and freak-folk star Devendra Banhart.”
				

–Sandra Sperounes,The Edmonton Journal

“Five Stars! From the heart.”
			

–Something In the Still review by Jennifer on CDBaby.com

ANN VRIEND www.AnnVriend.com
Ann Vriend’s clear, vulnerable and yet evocative voice is often the first thing
that heralds her music as far beyond the norm, while her songs deliver a
fresh pop appeal which consistently maintain both undeniable musical flare
and profound literary depth. Though she performs simply as a small framed
girl at a large piano, audiences around the world are astounded at the powerful delivery of her music, and absolutely captivating presence-- on stage
and on record.
“There is a bright and fluent quality juxtaposed with some darker emotional
depths in the original work of Ann Vriend. Her vocal sound is clear and smooth and
she masters all those essential feel-good ingredients that are necessary to lift the
spirit with the occasional quirk thrown in.Vriend constructs pop songs that sound
a little like the excited scribbling you’d find on a postcard from a friend having a
quiet epiphany somewhere distant and warm.”
		
–South Australian Independent Weekly, Mar 3, 2007, David Jobling
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Kristilyn Robertson

KRISTILYN ROBERTSON www.kristilynrobertson.com
Born and raised outside of Edmonton, Alberta, Kristilyn Robertson, 25, is not
one of those piano-songwriters who has been playing since she was young:
“I’d like to say that I was a prodigy, playing and writing since I was out of the
womb, but that’s not the case.” It wasn’t until the tender age of 17, while a
senior in high school, that she finally got the bug to create music: “I first heard
Tori [Amos] in 1995 and I wanted to do what she did. I thought it was so cool
that someone could be so passionate about something” (This Week, 2002).
For 2 years, Kristilyn trudged her way through Royal Conservatory exams,
playing the classical repertoire of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, and Brahms.
After high school, she was accepted to the International Music Academy at
the Alberta College Conservatory of Music, in Edmonton, where she studied
piano, voice, harmony, and music history, with such professors as Henry
Mokken, Geraldine Hawthorne, ad Miriam Mahood. While attending, she began to write music (a former poet, her words eventually lent themselves to
melody). “I was such a prolific writer at first. Everything got recorded in my
basement through my karaoke machine. I never really thought that I would
ever go onstage or into a studio to record.” In her fourth year of university,
Kristilyn began to take private composition lessons with Dr. John Hooper.
Within that year, Kristilyn composed several pieces, including a composition entitled Rondo, for handbells, which was immediately performed by the
Concordia Ringers on their spring tour and, later, at the music department’s
year-end ensembles concert. She is currently working on her next album.
ELLEN MCILWAINE www.EllenMcIlwaine.com
Ellen McIlwaine’s background is diverse. Born in Nashville, Tennessee and adopted by Southern Presbyterian Missionaries, she spent fifteen years in Japan
as part of a small international community attending Canadian Academy in
Kobe. She began playing rock & roll piano at age five, listening to New Orleans-style rhythm & blues (Ray Charles, Fats Domino, Professor Longhair),
Latino groups like Trio Los Panchos, Japanese classical and folk music, American jazz on Japanese radio; Country music and European classical music on
US Armed Forces Radio. She also sang in the school and church choirs.
SOULJAH FYAH www.SouljahFyah.com
Souljah Fyah is a high-energy female fronted Reggae band out of Edmonton
with a wicked stage show. Janaya “Sista J” Ellis is the lead vocalist and bassist,
and is backed by a solid ensemble of multi talented reggae musicians. The
music combines African percussion, sweet harmonies and heavy bass lines to
produce their soulful sound.

MUSICIANS

Ellen McIlwaine

Souljah Fyah

Souljah Fyah performed to critical acclaim at the Calgary International Reggae Festival in 2005. They have been showcased at Cariwest in Edmonton,
AB, Carifest in Calgary, AB, and receive generous airplay on several local
radio stations as well as CBC radio. Front woman Sista J’s single entitled
“Feel Like Smiling” produced by IBO (Kindread), is featured on the soon to
be released compilation CD by Smokey Room Productions. This CD will
feature many other great Canadian Reggae artistes, both male and female.
Souljah Fyah’s “Abundance of Good” will be one of two female reggae tracks
to appear on an upcoming Canadian Reggae compilation, produced by Canadian Reggae World. They have performed hundreds of shows in and around
Edmonton. Their live performance is always a treat so be ready to dance
when Sista J and Souljah Fyah hit the stage!
CASSIUS KHAN www.cassiuskhan.impendo.com
Cassius Khan is the only professional performing artist in the world who can
play tabla and sing Ghazals simultaneously - A phenomenon unheard of in
the Indian classical music scene.
Born to Naimatullah & Razia Khan in Sugar City, FJ Isles. Cassius S. Ahmad
Khan is the sole disciple of Ustad Rukhsar Ali Khan of the Delhi and Farrukkhabad gharanas of Tabla playing. He was taught Ghazal gayaki from the late
Mushtari Begum, and harmonium from Sheikh Mohyudean & Umar Ali. He is
very well known as an electrifying tabla player with uncanny intuition, and a
charismatic personality on and off the stage. Apart from his vocal ability to
beautify ragas into Ghazals, his tabla solo recital performances are equally on
par with electrifying, rare compositions and improvisation. It is a rare treat
to have both Classical Ghazals and a full blown Tabla solo recital from the
same artist in a live concert. He developed the talent of singing ghazals while
playing tabla which shocked everyone, since most ghazalists played harmonium. With a strong sense of rhythm he was able to execute highly skilled
tihais to come to sum while singing ghazals. This phenomenon is unheard of
in Indian classical music and many music maestros have agreed that singing
and playing tabla together is a task which is impossible. Cassius Khan has
performed with numerous musicians, and has won many awards for his
contributions in music. He is one of Canada’s foremost Indian Classical
musicians, and leaves his audiences spellbound with his explosive and unique
performances.
TRI-CONTINENTAL www.billbourne.com, www.lesterq.com,
www.madagascarslim.ca
TRI-CONTINENTAL is nothing less than a triple word-play, first of all. On
the musical geography level, the three players Bill Bourne, Lester Quitzau

Cassius Khan

Tri-Continental

and Madagascar Slim (a.k.a. Ben Randriamananjara) each accentuate different
styles from different musical continents: While Bill Bourne likes to draw on
his Celtic and folk influences; Lester Quitzau is first and foremost a remarkably open-minded bluesman. Last but not least, Madagascar Slim combines
the musical traditions of his African homeland with blues-inspired playing of
a truly individual nature. Level no. 2 might even refer to “Continental” as a
brand name for resonator guitars but it certainly refers to the “Tri-Cone”
metal horns used for creating the one-of-a-kind sound of resonator guitars.
These are instruments that have always occupied a central place in many
blues men’s consciousness from Blind Lemon Jefferson to Taj Mahal. The
quite attractive but more profane level no. 3 points us to the somewhat
stylish vehicle to be found on the cover of the Tri Continental Album. Its
Bill Bourne’s favorite car, his 68 Lincoln Continental...
ALEXIA MELNYCHUK www.alexiamelnychuk.com
Alexia Melnychuk’s solo career began in November 2005 with the release of
her debut recording, Flying Machine. The collection of 5 original songs melds
various country and folk strains, with confident, emotive vocals and simple
homespun arrangements. The title track Flying Machine is a favourite and
has since earned chart status with CKUA (Edmonton), CKDU (Halifax) and
CJSF (Burnaby), and spins on various Canadian College/Community radio
stations. In April and May, she earned Honorable Mentions from both the
2006 Song writing Competition (Calgary Folk Music Festival/Ship & Anchor
Pub) for her song Blue, & The West Coast Songwriters Association for her
song, Diamonds. She was featured on CTV’s Good Morning Canada (April
2006) and appeared as a feature artist in December’s (2006) issue of the
nationally distributed magazine, Alternative Trends.
In September 2006, Alexia hit the road with Singer Songwriter Lara Yule Singh
for their first tour of Alberta & BC. The girls played to full rooms and the response was enthusiastic and genuine. They will follow it up in March 2007 with
a month in British Columbia, and then Eastern Canada (August 07).
She has performed solo at The Sidetrack Cafe, The Yardbird Suite, Rainmaker
Rodeo, Klondike Days, Blue Chair Cafe, Homefest ‘05, the Northern Lights
Folk Club and various other venues. Has opened for Gaye Delorme, Alfie
Zappacosta, and Ben Sures.
Alexia is currently at work on a full length CD due out in Summer 2007.
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Charity Dakin

Charity Dakin, a self-taught artist, finds her inspiration from the outdoors. She typically produces realistic
artwork characteristic of her wilderness surroundings and the history of the north. “I can’t help but respond
and react to my environment,” she says. “My goal is to capture the sense of beauty and space in a way that is
unique and original.”
Although she works primarily in acrylic and pastels, her favorite medium continues to be pencil and charcoal.
She makes her home in Manning, and has contributed to numerous causes and events celebrating Alberta’s
heritage and support for environmental conservation. Charity’s work is now represented in private and public
collections in Canada and the US. To view her work, visit her website at www.nightofartists.com.

Taiga Studio
Manning, Alberta

780-836-3836

taigastudio@telus.net

Sponsored by:
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Get Stoned.
Be
Beautiful.

You are sassy, classy and
always on the go, Bootyﬂy
Bags are designed to
meet your needs. Designer
Jenna Herbut knows a
thing or two about what
ladies need. She considers
designing
the
perfect
bag a serious deed.

Because you love life and face
the world with gusto and ﬂair, it
is important you have a bag you
can tote around without a care.

Beadjuled sprung from the travels and imagination of Ally Ng. Using
natural stones and artisan silver, Ally handcrafts her collections
with the purpose of celebrating the beauty of nature and women.

Chic. Exciting. Bold.

Reversible, and made in Edmonton,
Bootyﬂy Bags are a stylish and
functional addition to any closet.

w w w. b o o t y b e l t z . c o m
Unity Through Diversity
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The Secret To Fat Loss!
Would you like to know the secret to fat loss? It’s not some sort of pill, shake or potion. It’s
really quite simple and scientiﬁcally based. The #1 way to lose fat is to increase lean muscle
mass. Muscle is what increases metabolism and burns fat. By incorporating a strength training
program just a few times per week, you can signiﬁcantly increase your lean muscle mass and
turn your body into a fat burning machine! Combine this with some cardio and healthy eating
and you’ve got yourself a winning combination!

Women’s Fitness & Personal Training Studio

Located in the Shoppes of Terwillegar Gardens, 14217-23 Avenue Phone: 780-435-6646

What is Personal Training & is it Right For You?
Personal Training is exactly that, personal and individualized for each and every one of you. A
Personal Trainer will take into account your goals, exercise history, health concerns and design
a program that is just for you. Our private training room, individualized programs and motivating
atmosphere set us apart from the average gym. Whether your goals are to tone up, lose inches,
or to improve your health and ﬁtness level, we will get you there fast!
This Certiﬁcate Entitles You To:
One Complimentary Initial Private Personal
Training Session at Balanced Fitness
Call: 435-6646

14217-23 Avenue

Valid for new clients only.

07-NOA-fitness-ad.indd 1

The International Health and Fitness Association (IDEA) gave a statistic that 75% of exercisers
were not getting the results they hoped for. Of the 25% that were happy with their results, 90%
of them worked with a Personal Trainer.
A Personal Trainer gets you results! We ensure proper form and technique and make sure you
stick with your program, stay motivated and focused on your goals!

Inspiring Balanced Lifestyles
4/17/07 9:57:35 PM

POD

www ckua com

tions,
Take 1.5 million music selec
shuffle, and play.

Edmonton 94.9 FM

Athabasca 98.3
Banff/Canmore 104.3
Calgary 93.7
Drumheller/Hanna 91.3
Edson 103.7
Fort McMurray 96.7
Grande Prairie 100.9
Hinton 102.5
Lethbridge 99.3
Lloydminster 97.5
Medicine Hat 97.3
Peace River 96.9
Red Deer 107.7
Spirit River 99.5
Whitecourt 107.1
Worldwide
www.ckua.com

Mix your Celtic with Classic Country. World Beats with
Bluegrass. Jazz, Blues, Folk, Classical and Contemporary,
featuring legendary musicians, forgotten geniuses and
new artists breaking on to the scene.
Alberta Radio
Since 1927
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